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Abstract We present a method to obtain state- and time-dependent importance sampling
estimators by repeatedly solving a minimum cross-entropy (MCE) program as the simula-
tion progresses. This MCE-based approach lends a foundation to the natural notion to stop
changing the measure when it is no longer needed. We use this method to obtain a state-
and time-dependent estimator for the one-tailed probability of a light-tailed i.i.d. sum that is
logarithmically efficient in general and strongly efficient when the jumps are Gaussian. We
go on to construct an estimator for the two-tailed problem which is shown to be similarly
efficient. We consider minor variants of the algorithm obtained via MCE, and present some
numerical comparisons between our algorithms and others from the literature.

Keywords Cross-entropy · Rare events · Importance sampling · State dependence

1 Introduction

Let X(n) = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) (n ∈ N) be a vector of random variables with joint probability
density function f (x), where we allow both continuous and discrete models. Consider an
event A(n) in the σ -algebra over the sample space of X(n). We are interested in estimating
the probability

�(n) = P (X(n) ∈ A(n)),

assuming that �(n) → 0 as we let n → ∞. Hence, we say that A(n) is a rare event when the
rarity parameter n becomes large. In this paper we study an importance sampling algorithm
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for estimating the rare-event probability �(n) by simulation with a new (or importance sam-
pling) density g(x). The algorithm is based on minimising the Kullback-Leibler divergence
of the original density f (x) from a family of densities g(x), subject to a set of integral
constraints. That is, g(x) is given by the solution of the following mathematical program:

inf
g≥0

DKL(g|f )

s.t.
∫

g(x) dx = 1,

Eg[ci(X(n))] = bi, i ∈ E ,

Eg[ci(X(n))] ≥ bi, i ∈ I.

(1)

This is the generic minimum cross-entropy (MCE) program with the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence as objective function, which is

DKL(g|f ) =
∫

g(x) log
g(x)

f (x)
dx,

together with known constraint functions ci : R
n → R and right-hand sides bi ∈ R. We allow

these right-hand sides to depend on the parameter n.
The basic MCE idea goes back probably to Jaynes (1957) who considered the problem

of maximizing Shannon’s entropy under additional constraints, also known as the Maxi-
mum Entropy Principle for probability inference. The corresponding optimization program
is similar to our program (1) by replacing the objective by maximizing Shannon’s entropy

DS(g) = −
∫

g(x) logg(x) dx.

When the support of the function g is bounded, we might as well minimize the Kullback-
Leibler divergence of the uniform density u:

sup
g

DS(g) = inf
g

DKL(g|u).

Finally, the natural extension is to consider some given density f allowing infinite support.
This program has been formulated originally in Jaynes (1963); Kullback and Khairat (1966)
under the name of the Principle of Minimum Discrimination Information.

Since then, MCE programs have been studied and used in a wide variety of research
fields such as information theory, natural language processing, utility theory, computer vi-
sion, spatial physics, statistical mechanics, statistical data analysis, etc. Their usage for rare-
event simulation is relatively new and has been reported in Rubinstein (2005); Ridder and
Rubinstein (2007); Botev et al. (2007).

Suppose that we use a solution g(x) of (1) as the probability density function for gener-
ating samples x of the random vector X(n). Then the importance sampling estimator after
k samples is

Y (n)[k] = 1

k

k∑
r=1

L
(
X(r)(n)

)
1
{
X(r)(n) ∈ A(n)

}
, (2)

where the X(r)(n) are i.i.d. with probability density function g(x), and unbiasedness is guar-
anteed by the likelihood ratio L(x) = f (x)/g(x). We denote the r-th term in (2) by Y (r)(n),
and an arbitrary term by just Y (n) (which is also the single-sample estimator Y (n)[1]).
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To put these matters into perspective, suppose that the individual members X1,X2, . . . of
X(n) are i.i.d., and that

A(n) =
⎧⎨
⎩x ∈ R

n :
n∑

j=1

xj ≥ bn

⎫⎬
⎭ where b > Ef [X1].

This is the classical rare-event problem concerning tail probabilities of sums of i.i.d. in-
crements or jumps Xj , which has been studied extensively in the simulation literature, see
Bucklew (2004) for an overview. Abusing notation slightly, a generic jump X has proba-
bility density function f (x) which is assumed here to be light-tailed. Consider the MCE
program (1) with a single equality constraint Eg[∑n

j=1 Xj ] = bn in addition to the normali-
sation condition

∫
g(x) dx = 1. Then it is well known (see e.g. Ridder and Rubinstein 2007)

that the solution g(x) coincides with an exponential change of measure under which all of
the jumps remain i.i.d, the probability density function of the individual jumps is given by

g(x) = f (x)eλx−ψ(λ), (3)

where ψ(θ) = logEf [exp(θX)] is the cumulant generating function of a jump, and the
specific tilting parameter λ satisfies ψ ′(λ) = b. We recognise this as the same exponentially
tilted solution as is obtained by the large deviations approach by letting n → ∞ (Bucklew
2004).

The importance sampling density for the jumps in this problem given in (3) is fixed
throughout the sampling process, irrespective of the state Sj = X1 + · · · + Xj after the first
j jumps. Such state-independent importance sampling algorithms are known to be ineffi-
cient for models with nontrivial rare events (Glassermann and Wang 1997) or for queueing
network models with buffer overflow rare events (de Boer 2006). Efficiency may be defined
as follows (Heidelberger 1995; Bucklew 2004; L’Ecuyer et al. 2008).

Definition 1 An importance sampling algorithm or its associated importance sampling es-
timator Y (n) is strongly efficient if it has bounded relative error:

lim sup
n→∞

E[(Y (n))2]
(E[Y (n)])2

< ∞.

It is logarithmically efficient (or asymptotically optimal) if

lim
n→∞

logE[(Y (n))2]
logE[Y (n)] = 2. (4)

Notice that it suffices to define these efficiencies for the single-sample estimator, because
the sample average estimator Y (n)[k] has decreasing variance with constant mean, and thus
has decreasing second moment as the sample size k increases.

The contribution of our paper has the following aspects.

• We propose a state- and time-dependent importance sampling algorithm to estimate the
one-tailed probability

P

⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

Xj ≥ bn

⎞
⎠ , (5)
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where X1, . . . ,Xn are i.i.d. with light-tailed distribution, and where the overflow level
b > E[X]. It is well known that this probability decays exponentially fast to zero as
n → ∞. The importance sampling density function of the k + 1-th jump is found via
an MCE program. The resulting density is either the original density f , or an exponen-
tially tilted version of it, the choice depending on time k and state Sk . We shall prove
that the associated estimator is logarithmically efficient in general, and strongly efficient
in case of Gaussian jumps. For the latter we relied heavily on the results of Blanchet
and Glynn (2006) who constructed a strongly efficient algorithm via another approach,
and whose resulting importance sampling densities were almost the same as ours. We
were not able to prove strong efficiency in general, but the simulation results for other
light-tailed jump distributions seem to indicate that this holds true. A possible explana-
tion is that for sufficiently large n, the states Sn are approximately Gaussian distributed,
and behave as though the individual jumps in each sum were Gaussian. We assessed our
algorithm and several variations thereof by executing extensive simulation experiments
with it and its variants, alongside the traditional state-independent exponentially tilting
algorithm (Heidelberger 1995; Bucklew 2004) and the algorithm recently developed by
Blanchet and Glynn (2006). We found that our estimator outperforms the traditional one,
and is slightly better than the Blanchet-Glynn estimator.

• Subsequently, we consider estimating the two-tailed probability

P

⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

Xj ≤ an or
n∑

j=1

Xj ≥ bn

⎞
⎠ , (6)

again with i.i.d. jumps, and where a < E[X] < b such that state-independent importance
sampling algorithms without mixing are inefficient (Glassermann and Wang 1997). We
consider the estimator obtained by mixing two of our one-tailed estimators. Under the
condition that the mixing probabilities do not decay to zero exponentially fast, we show
logarithmic efficiency for our mixed estimator in general. In the case of Gaussian jumps
we again obtain strong efficiency.

The two-tailed problem has been studied before as a typical example where the ‘naive’
large deviations approach tends to fail logarithmic efficiency. These studies give resolu-
tions as well: Glassermann and Wang (1997) propose a mixed importance sampling esti-
mator; also Bucklew (2004) in Example 5.2.13 involving Gaussian jumps comes up with
the same mixed estimator; Dupuis and Wang (2004) pursue another approach to construct
a time- and state-dependent importance sampling algorithm based on the solution of an
Isaacs equation; Dupuis and Wang (2007) give an algorithm based on a subsolution of
an Isaacs equation. These three algorithms are proven to be logarithmically efficient. Our
algorithm is in the line of the first one but differs in the definition of the one-tailed estima-
tors of the mixture. Furthermore, we let the mixing probabilities to be determined by an
appropriate MCE program. We compare our estimator with these three other algorithms,
and we find a large improvement over Glassermann and Wang (1997); Dupuis and Wang
(2007), and a small improvement over Dupuis and Wang (2004).

One may object against the two-tailed problem that—as we will see in Sect. 2.2—it ‘just’
needs efficient estimators for the two parts (one-tailed problems) and the right mixing prob-
abilities. There are many interesting problems in which the rare event cannot be decom-
posed in disjoint ‘easy’ problems. For instance, consider Jackson networks with at least two
queues. The set of states where at least one of the queues exceeds the level n (and n → ∞)
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is such a rare event. It is challenging to investigate these problems in relation to our MCE
importance sampling, but in our opinion, this falls outside the scope of our paper.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the solution to the MCE program (1),
and describes three ways of defining mixed importance sampling estimators, along with
conditions for efficiency of these from their component estimators. In Sect. 3 we present
our algorithm for the one-tailed problem (5), we prove logarithmic efficiency in general and
strong efficiency in the case of Gaussian jumps, and we show simulation results. In Sect. 4
we do the same for the two-tailed problem (6), and we conclude with a few final remarks in
Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Solving the minimum cross-entropy program

The Kullback-Leibler MCE program (1) is solved by applying the method of Lagrange mul-
tipliers. The solution is nonnegative and is given by Rubinstein and Kroese (2008, Sect. 9.5)

g(x) = f (x) exp

(
λ0 +

∑
i∈E∪I

λici(x)

)
,

where the λi ’s solve the dual program

sup
λ0,λi

λ0 +
∑

i∈E∪I

λibi − eλ0Ef

[
exp

( ∑
i∈E∪I

λici(X(n))

)]
,

subject to the restriction that λi ≥ 0 for the inequality constraints i ∈ I .

2.2 Efficiency of mixed importance sampling estimators

In this section we analyse the efficiency of a mixed importance sampling estimator in general
terms. For that purpose, we suppose that the rare event A(n) is partitioned into m disjoint
subsets

A(n) =
m⋃

j=1

Aj(n),

such that P (Aj (n)) > 0 for all j and n, ensuring that
∑m

j=1 P (Aj (n)) = P (A(n)). Further-
more we assume that there are unbiased importance sampling estimators of the probabilities
P (Aj (n)) with associated importance sampling density functions gj (x), likelihood ratios
Lj(x) = f (x)/gj (x), and corresponding single-sample estimators given by

Yj (n) = Lj(X(n))1
{
X(n) ∈ Aj(n)

}
.

For our purposes, a mixed importance sampling estimator for P (A(n)) mixes the individ-
ual estimators in either random or deterministic proportions. First we consider the random
version.
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Definition 2 For any n, let �(n) be a random variable on {1,2, . . . ,m} with positive prob-
abilities pj (n) > 0,

∑m

j=1 pj (n) = 1, which may depend on n, but such that �(n) is inde-
pendent of the Yj (n)’s. Then the mixed importance sampling estimator is defined by

Y (n) =
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n). (7)

When we substitute the individual estimators into (7), we get

Y (n) =
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
1 {�(n) = j}Lj(X(n))1

{
X(n) ∈ Aj(n)

}

=
m∑

j=1

1 {�(n) = j} f (X(n))

pj (n)gj (X(n))
1
{
X(n) ∈ Aj(n)

}
.

From this, we see how Y (n) is implemented: realise �(n), and depending on its outcome
realise X(n) according to density g�(n). Finally, check whether X(n) ∈ A�(n)(n) (activating
the corresponding indicator). As a consequence of the relations

E
[
1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n)

] = E
[
1 {�(n) = j}]E

[
Yj (n)

] = pj (n)P
(
Aj(n)

)
,

the mixed estimator is unbiased:

E[Y (n)] = E

⎡
⎣ m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n)

⎤
⎦ =

m∑
j=1

1

pj (n)
E

[
1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n)

]

=
m∑

j=1

P
(
Aj(n)

) = P (A(n)).

Our goal is to show that under certain conditions the mixed importance sampling estimator
Y (n) is strongly or logarithmically efficient when its individual members Yj (n) are similarly
efficient. Though this seems natural, it is not trivial. Further, we could not find references,
except for special cases of mixing exponentially tilted importance sampling densities, for
instance Sadowsky and Bucklew (1990) and Glassermann and Wang (1997). Therefore we
shall give sufficient conditions the mixed estimator to inherit efficiency from its component
estimators, and prove the given results. To proceed, we need the second moment and squared
first moment of the mixed importance sampling estimator in terms of the corresponding
component quantities. For the second moment, we have that

E[Y 2(n)] = E

[(
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
1{�(n) = j}Yj (n)

)2]

= E

[
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)2
1{�(n) = j}Y 2

j (n)

+
∑
i 	=j

1

pi(n)

1

pj (n)
1{�(n) = i}1{�(n) = j}︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

Yi(n)Yj (n)

]
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=
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)2
E[1{�(n) = j}Y 2

j (n)]

=
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
E[Y 2

j (n)].

Since all terms are positive, for the squared first moment we have

(E[Y (n)])2 =
⎛
⎝ m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
E[1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n)]

⎞
⎠

2

≥
m∑

j=1

(
1

pj (n)
E[1 {�(n) = j}Yj (n)]

)2

=
m∑

j=1

(E[Yj (n)])2.

Strong efficiency of the mixed estimator is obtained easily when all its individual members
are strongly efficient.

Lemma 1 Assume that there are finite constants cj (j = 1, . . . ,m) s.t.

lim sup
n→∞

E[Y 2
j (n)]

(E[Yj (n)])2
≤ cj .

Then the mixed estimator is strongly efficient.

Proof Firstly, apply the findings of the squared first moment, and the second moment to
obtain the inequalities

E[Y 2(n)]
(E[Y (n)])2

≤
∑m

j=1
1

pj (n)
E[Y 2

j (n)]∑m

j=1(E[Yj (n)])2
≤

m∑
j=1

1

pj (n)

E[Y 2
j (n)]

(E[Yj (n)])2
.

Then it follows that

lim sup
n→∞

E[Y 2(n)]
(E[Y (n)])2

≤ lim sup
n→∞

m∑
j=1

1

pj (n)

E[Y 2
j (n)]

(E[Yj (n)])2

≤
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
lim sup

n→∞

E[Y 2
j (n)]

(E[Yj (n)])2

≤
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
cj < ∞.

�

It is more involved to obtain logarithmic efficiency of the mixed estimator from corre-
sponding logarithmic efficiencies of its individual members.
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Assumption 1 For any j :

(a) the sequence of probabilities (P (Aj (n)))n satisfy a large deviations limit:

lim
n→∞

1

n
logP (Aj (n)) = −Ij ,

for some 0 < Ij < ∞;
(b) the estimator Yj (n) is logarithmically efficient:

lim
n→∞

logE[(Yj (n))2]
logE[Yj (n)] = 2;

(c) the sequence of mixing probabilities (pj (n))n may not tend to zero exponentially fast:

lim
n→∞

1

n
log

1

pj (n)
= 0.

Lemma 2 Under the conditions of Assumption 1, the mixed importance sampling estimator
Y (n) is logarithmically efficient.

Proof Firstly, from conditions (a) and (b) of Assumption 1 it follows directly that the first
and second moment of the estimators Yj (n) satisfy the following large deviations limits:

lim
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
Yj (n)

] = −Ij ,

lim
n→∞

1

n
logE

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

= −2Ij .

(8)

Since E[Y (n)] = ∑m

j=1 E[Yj (n)] we obtain a large deviations limit for E[Y (n)] by applying
the principle of the largest term (Dembo and Zeitouni 1998, Lemma 1.2.15):

lim
n→∞

1

n
logE[Y (n)] = lim

n→∞
1

n
log

m∑
j=1

E
[
Yj (n)

]

= max
j=1,...,m

lim
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
Yj (n)

]

= − min
j=1,...,m

Ij
.= −I.

Next, we establish a large deviations limit for E[(Y (n))2] by considering lower and upper
bounds. The lower bound is easily found by applying Jensen’s inequality:

lim inf
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
(Y (n))2

] ≥ lim inf
n→∞

1

n
log(E[Y (n)])2

= 2 lim inf
n→∞

1

n
logE[Y (n)] = −2I.
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For the upper bound we reason as follows:

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
(Y (n))2

]

= lim sup
n→∞

1

n
log

m∑
j=1

1

pj (n)
E

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

≤ lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logm max

j=1,...,m

1

pj (n)
E

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

= lim sup
n→∞

1

n
log max

j=1,...,m

1

pj (n)
E

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

= lim sup
n→∞

max
j=1,...,m

1

n
log

1

pj (n)
E

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

(a)= max
j=1,...,m

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
log

1

pj (n)
E

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

≤ max
j=1,...,m

(
lim sup

n→∞
1

n
log

1

pj (n)
+ lim sup

n→∞
1

n
logE

[(
Yj (n)

)2
])

(b)= max
j=1,...,m

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE

[(
Yj (n)

)2
]

(c)= −2 min
j=1,...,m

Ij = −2I.

In (a) we used that the maximum is taken from a finite set (see Appendix); (b) follows from
Assumption 1(c); (c) is due to (8). Finally we obtain logarithmic efficiency by noting that

lim
n→∞

logE[(Y (n))2]
logE[Y (n)] = lim

n→∞

1
n

logE[(Y (n))2]
1
n

logE[Y (n)]

= limn→∞ 1
n

logE[(Y (n))2]
limn→∞ 1

n
logE[Y (n)] = −2I

−I
= 2.

�

Remark 1 An alternative approach is to define an importance sampling scheme by mixing
deterministic fractions of (independent) estimators as has been pursued in Glassermann and
Wang (1997). In this method an overall sample size of k samples is split by allocating a
fraction pj (n) for estimating each P (Aj (n)) (j = 1, . . . ,m). Such a mixture scheme might
be viewed as the ‘deterministic’ version of the ‘randomised’ mixing scheme that we have
just considered. Thus, when we let kj = [pj (n)k] be the number of replications of Yj (n),
the associated ‘deterministic’ estimator is

Y d(n)[k] =
m∑

j=1

1

kj

kj∑
i=1

Y
(i)
j (n),

whereas the corresponding ‘randomised’ estimator is

Y r(n)[k] = 1

k

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

1

pj (n)
1
{
�(i)(n) = j

}
Y

(i)
j (n).
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Clearly, the expected number of replications of Yj (n) under the ‘randomised’ scheme equals
the same number kpj (n) of replications used in the ‘deterministic’ scheme. However, it is
well known, and can be easily checked, that

Var
[
Y d(n)[k]] ≤ Var

[
Y r(n)[k]] .

For this reason we have implemented the ‘deterministic’ mixed importance sampling esti-
mator in our later numerical experiments.

When the mixing fractions are constant (independent of n), a proof of logarithmic ef-
ficiency based on conditions (a) and (b) is given in Glassermann and Wang (1997). They
remark that efficiency remains by allocating an asymptotically negligible fraction of sam-
ples to events Aj(n) that are less likely, i.e., have large deviations rates Ij > mint=1,...,m It .
This is in fact our additional condition (c).

Remark 2 A third way of defining a mixed importance sampling estimator would be to
perform standard importance sampling using a mixed probability density

g(x) =
m∑

j=1

pj (n)gj (x),

for some set of mixing probabilities (pj (n))j . Thus, the associated (single sample) estimator
is given by

Y mix(n) = f (X(n))

g(X(n))
1 {X(n) ∈ A(n)} . (9)

An important feature of this approach is that the subsets Aj(n) do not have to be disjoint,
as long as their union forms the rare event A(n). The estimator is clearly unbiased, and
analysing its second moment we see that

Eg

[
(Y mix(n))2

] = Ef

[
Y mix(n)

]

= Ef

[
f (X(n))

g(X(n))
1 {X(n) ∈ A(n)}

]

≤
m∑

j=1

Ef

[
f (X(n))

g(X(n))
1
{
X(n) ∈ Aj(n)

}]

≤
m∑

j=1

Ef

[
f (X(n))

pj (n)gj (X(n))
1
{
X(n) ∈ Aj(n)

}]

=
m∑

j=1

1

pj (n)
Egj

[
(Yj (n))2

]

= E
[
(Y (n))2

]
,

where Y (n) is the mixed importance sampling estimator previously given in Definition 2.
However, because we took into account the computational time for each estimator, we de-
cided to implement the mixture scheme with the deterministic fractions (which also gives a
variance reduction over Y (n)).
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Notice that in Lemma 2 we only give sufficient conditions for a mixed estimator to be
efficient. Sadowsky and Bucklew (1990) formulated necessary and sufficient conditions for
logarithmic efficiency of a mixed estimator of type (9), but these are rather restrictive, and
many interesting problems such as the two-tailed problem (6) do not satisfy these sufficient
conditions.

2.3 Expectations of functionals of Markov chains

Suppose that (S0 = 0, S1, S2, . . .) is a Markov chain with jumps X1,X2, . . . , namely Sk+1 =
Sk + Xk+1. Let the jump densities be fk+1(xk+1|sk). Thus the joint density of a sample path
of jumps (x1, . . . , xn) is (using the Markov property)

f (x1, . . . , xn) =
n−1∏
k=0

fk+1(xk+1|sk).

Now let h be a function of sample paths of the form

h(x1, . . . , xn) =
n−1∏
k=0

hk+1(sk, xk+1),

for some functions hk+1(·, ·) which depend on sk and xk+1, and suppose that we wish to de-
termine E[h(X1, . . . ,Xn)]. The following recursion is seen easily. Define random variables
Z1,Z2, . . . ,Zn backwards by

Zn = 1 (w.p. 1);
Zk = E[hk+1(Sk,Xk+1)Zk+1|Sk] for k = n − 1, n − 2, . . . ,1.

Then

E[h(X1, . . . ,Xn)] = E[h1(X1)Z1].

3 A sequential minimum cross-entropy scheme for tail probabilities

In this section we consider the one-tailed rare-event problem (5) for sums of i.i.d. random
variables. Define the random walk (Sk) with jumps (Xk) by

S0 = 0 and Sk = Sk−1 + Xk =
k∑

j=1

Xj (k = 1,2, . . .).

The random walk is a time-homogeneous Markov chain with state transitions (the jumps)
that have probability density function f (x) independent of the current state. We assume that
f (x) has light positive and negative tails, which means that

∫ ∞
−∞ eθxf (x) dx < ∞ for all θ

in an open interval (−ε, ε) containing zero.
We construct an importance sampling probability measure under which (Sk) becomes a

time-inhomogeneous Markov chain with jumps whose distributions are state-dependent. We
denote by gk+1(x|s) the conditional probability density function of the k + 1-th jump Xk+1
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given that Sk = s. Then the importance sampling density for the jump vector X(n) is clearly
the product of these conditional time- and state-dependent densities, namely

g(x1, . . . , xn) =
n−1∏
k=0

gk+1(xk+1|x1, . . . , xk) =
n−1∏
k=0

gk+1(xk+1|sk), (10)

where sk = x1 + · · · + xk . We propose to construct the conditional density gk+1(x|s) via
an MCE program. In fact, we formulate an MCE program for finding a conditional density
gk+1→n(xk+1, . . . , xn|s) of all the ‘future’ jumps X(k+1, n) = (Xk+1, . . . ,Xn) given Sk = s.
However, we only sample the k + 1-th jump, giving the marginal

gk+1(xk+1|s) =
∫

gk+1→n(xk+1, xk+2, . . . , xn|s) dxk+2 · · ·dxn.

This sequence of MCE programs is formed by repeatedly updating an original program
(formulated prior to simulation) with the simulation history up to the current time.

Recalling the estimation target P (Sn ≥ bn), a natural constraint for the solution g is
Eg[Sn] ≥ bn. This has been argued to some extent in Sect. 14.2 of Bucklew (2004), where
it is shown that the optimal rate of hitting the rare event should be around 0.5. Suppose
that under g the random walk (Sk)k has i.i.d. jumps, then for sufficiently large n the state

Sn

d≈ N(nμg,nσ 2
g ). Hence, when g is such that Eg[Sn] = nμg = bn, then indeed Pg(Sn ≥

bn) ≈ 0.5. Although we allow a larger mean by the constraint Eg[Sn] ≥ bn, and thus a larger
hit rate, our solution will be exactly bn. Another objection against shifting the mean jump
under g to far is the phenomenon of underestimation (Smith 2001). If we temporarily drop
all subscripts of densities in the associated MCE program, after k steps it becomes

inf
g≥0

DKL(g|f )

s.t.
∫

g(x) dx = 1,

Eg

⎡
⎣ n∑

j=k+1

Xj

⎤
⎦ ≥ bn − s.

(11)

The solution to this program is

g(xk+1, . . . , xn|s) = f (xk+1, . . . , xn) exp

⎛
⎝λ0 + λ1

n∑
j=k+1

xj

⎞
⎠ ,

where λ0, λ1 solve the corresponding dual program

sup
λ0,λ1

λ0 + (bn − s)λ1 − eλ0Ef

⎡
⎣exp

⎛
⎝λ1

n∑
j=k+1

Xj

⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ ,

subject to λ1 ≥ 0. For working out the solution, we let μ = Ef [X] be the mean jump, and
ψ(θ) = logEf [exp(θX)] be the cumulant generating function of a single jump (under the
original probability density f (x)), to get

gk+1(x|s) = f (x)eλ1x − ψ(λ1), (12)
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where λ1 satisfies (note k = 0,1, . . . , n − 1)

{
ψ ′(λ1) = bn−s

n−k
, if bn−s

n−k
≥ μ,

λ1 = 0, otherwise.
(13)

Notice that in the first case the conditional density of the jump Xk+1 is an exponentially
tilted version of its original density f (x) such that its mean becomes the average jump size
to reach the rare event, and that in the latter case the conditional density is the original
density f . In other words, if the first k jumps happened to be so much larger than usual
that the remaining jumps would reach the rare event on average when operated under f , the
next jump is indeed generated by f . In that case we say that the tilting is turned off in the
importance sampling scheme.

We will write λ1 = λ1(k, s) to explicitly express the dependence of the change of measure
on time and state. From (13) we see that

λ1(k, s) = (ψ ′)−1

(
bn − s

n − k
∨ μ

)
, (14)

which again reflects ‘turning off tilting’ when appropriate.

Remark 3 We would get the same solution without the ability to ‘turn off tilting’, i.e.,
λ1(k, s) = (ψ ′)−1((bn − s)/(n − k)) for all times and states, if we had considered the MCE
program (11) with the inequality symbol replaced by one for equality. This can be seen
easily by following the steps of the construction of the algorithm.

3.1 Logarithmic efficiency

The importance sampling estimator associated with the sequential MCE approach is

Y (n) = L(X(n))1 {X(n) ∈ A(n)}

=
(

n−1∏
k=0

f (Xk+1)

gk+1(Xk+1|Sk)

)
1 {Sn ≥ bn}

=
(

n−1∏
k=0

exp
(
−λ1(k, Sk)Xk+1 + ψ(λ1(k, Sk))

))
1 {Sn ≥ bn}

= exp

(
−

n−1∑
k=0

(
λ1(k, Sk)Xk+1 − ψ(λ1(k, Sk))

))
1 {Sn ≥ bn} .

In Theorem 1 we shall prove that this estimator is logarithmically efficient. For that pur-
pose, we note that, by Cramér’s theorem (Dembo and Zeitouni 1998, Sect. 2.2), the tail
probabilities P (A(n)) = P (Sn ≥ bn) = P (Sn/n ≥ b) satisfy the large deviations limit

lim
n→∞

1

n
logP (A(n)) = −I (b),

where I (b) = supθ (bθ − ψ(θ)), and b > μ = E[X].
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Consider the Markov chain (Sk)
n
k=0 when its jumps (Xk) have the importance sampling

densities gk(x|s). We scale both time and space by n, and get a continuous process {sn(t) :
0 ≤ t ≤ 1} by linear interpolation, i.e., sn(t) = Sk/n if t = k/n. When n → ∞ we obtain its
(deterministic) fluid limit {y(t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}, i.e., for any ε > 0

lim
n→∞P

(
sup

0≤t≤1
|sn(t) − y(t)| < ε

)
= 1.

This limit holds because the jump densities gk(x|s) are Lipschitz continuous in the state s,
which follows from (12) and (14), see Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Sect. 11.2). The fluid limit
satisfies the ODE

y ′(t) = b − y(t)

1 − t
, y(0) = 0.

The solution is easily seen to be y(t) = bt . When we would determine the fluid limit asso-
ciated to the importance sampling algorithm with constant tilting (3) which we described in
the Introduction, we would obtain the same limit. This may be explained by noticing that the
importance sampling densities in the two algorithms are constructed by a similar minimum
cross-entropy program, albeit static versus sequentially adaptive.

Theorem 1 The importance sampling estimator Y (n) is logarithmically efficient.

Proof As a consequence of the fluid limit, for any 0 < t < 1 and k = [tn], we have the
approximation Sk = bk + oP (n) as n → ∞, which means that

lim
n→∞P

(∣∣∣∣Sk − bk

n

∣∣∣∣ < ε

)
= 1. (15)

Moreover, the rate of convergence is exponential, thus, particularly

lim
C→∞

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logP

(
Sk − bk

n
≤ −C

)
= −∞. (16)

Now consider the following modification of the importance sampling scheme by choosing
the tilting factor λ1(k, s) (denoted by λmod

1 (k, s)) according to
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

λmod
1 (k, s) = (ψ ′)−1( bn−s

n−k
), if μ ≤ bn−s

n−k
≤ m,

λmod
1 (k, s) = 0, if bn−s

n−k
≤ μ,

λmod
1 (k, s) = (ψ ′)−1(m), if bn−s

n−k
≥ m.

The new parameter m is larger than b, and later on we shall specify it. Because of (15),
λmod

1 (k, Sk) = (ψ ′)−1(b) + oP (1), where the error term oP (1) is uniformly bounded (in k

and n) almost surely by some constant. Similarly, ψ(λ1(k, Sk)) = ψ((ψ ′)−1(b)) + oP (1)

with a uniformly bounded (by a constant) error term. The constant bounds depend on the
new parameter m. Now, since (ψ ′)−1(b) is positive we can obtain an upper bound on the
second moment of the estimator Y mod(n) as follows:

E[(Y mod(n))2]

= E

[
exp

(
−2

n−1∑
k=0

(
λmod

1 (k, Sk)Xk+1 − ψ(λmod
1 (k, Sk))

))
1 {Sn ≥ bn}

]
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= E
[
exp

(
−2

(
(ψ ′)−1(b)Sn − nψ((ψ ′)−1(b)) + oP (n)

))
1 {Sn ≥ bn}

]

≤ E
[
exp

(
−2n

(
(ψ ′)−1(b)b − ψ((ψ ′)−1(b))

)
+ oP (n)

)
1 {Sn ≥ bn}

]

= E[exp(−2nI (b) + oP (n))1 {Sn ≥ bn}].
The resulting error term oP (n) satisfies∣∣∣∣oP (n)

n

∣∣∣∣ ≤ constant (a.s.) and
oP (n)

n

P−→ 0 (if n → ∞).

Thus we obtain

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE[(Y mod(n))2] ≤ −2I (b). (17)

Let us return to our original importance scheme, and let us denote

Zn =
n−1∑
k=0

(
λ1(k, Sk)Xk+1 − ψ(λ1(k, Sk))

)
.

Consider the following conditioning of the second moment of the estimator:

E[(Y (n))2] = E
[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}]

= E

[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}1

{
max

k=0,...,n−1

bn − Sk

n − k
≤ m

}]

+ E

[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}1

{
max

k=0,...,n−1

bn − Sk

n − k
> m

}]
.

The tilting parameter λ1 is bounded below by 0 in this original change of measure, and thus
the first term is equal to the second moment in the modified scheme E[(Y mod(n))2]. For the
second term we notice that (after a few manipulations)

bn − s

n − k
> m ⇐⇒ s − bk

n
≤ (b − m)

(
1 − k

n

)
→ −∞ if m → ∞.

Using (16) we obtain also

lim
m→∞ lim sup

n→∞
1

n
logE

[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}1

{
max

k=0,...,n−1

bn − Sk

n − k
> m

}]
= −∞,

thus we can choose m so large that

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}1

{
max

k=0,...,n−1

bn − Sk

n − k
> m

}]
≤ −2I (b),

to conclude

lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE[(Y (n))2]

≤ lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE[(Y mod(n))2]

∨ lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logE

[
e−2Zn1 {Sn ≥ bn}1

{
max

k=0,...,n−1

bn − Sk

n − k
> m

}]
= −2I (b).
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Using Jensen’s inequality, we obtain the same lower bound for the liminf. Thus we have
established the large deviations limit for the second moment, and as before we get efficiency
by noting that

lim
n→∞

logE[(Y (n))2]
logE[Y (n)] = lim

n→∞

1
n

logE[(Y (n))2]
1
n

logE[Y (n)]

= limn→∞ 1
n

logE[(Y (n))2]
limn→∞ 1

n
logE[Y (n)] = −2I (b)

−I (b)
= 2. �

Remark 4 Clearly the same fluid limit applies to the process that we would get by not
turning off the tilting, see Remark 3. Thus, the associated estimator in that case is also
logarithmically efficient. This seems to be an important point. The proof of Theorem 1
suggests that any importance sampling scheme for which the fluid scaling admits a fluid limit
y(t) = bt , is logarithmically efficient. The limit path is a straight line to the rare event and
stays away from the path φ(t) = (b−μ)+μt which is a straight line to the rare event starting
high enough at φ(0) = b −μ > 0, and running at the natural drift μ. In our algorithm, when
the scaled simulated process deviates far from the limit path and hits φ(t), the tilting is
turned off. Clearly, the larger the rarity parameter n becomes, the more the scaled simulated
process follows the limit path, and thus, the less likely we have to turn off the tilting.

Consequently, considering the criterion the ratio logE[(Y (n))2]/ logE[Y (n)] approach-
ing 2 as n → ∞ (see (4)), all importance sampling schemes with fluid limit y(t) = bt are
equivalent. Then the question arises what the point is to design other importance sampling
schemes. The two main reasons refer to the other performance measures of estimators: rela-
tive error, and the speed (computer time) of the algorithm. In our examples we shall see that
there might be huge differences in these criteria for logarithmically efficient estimators of
the same quantity.

3.2 Strong efficiency with Gaussian jumps

In this section we assume that the jumps (Xk) are N(0,1) distributed. We shall show that the
importance sampling estimator associated with the sequential MCE algorithm has bounded
relative error, provided we give the last jump Xn the original density f (x) conditioned that
Xn ≥ bn − Sn−1, which makes the rare event certain to occur.

In order to show bounded relative error, we rely on the results of Blanchet and Glynn
(2006) who developed a state- and time-dependent importance sampling algorithm with
bounded relative error for the same tail probability problem. In the next section, we shall give
more details of their algorithm. For now, it suffices to mention that their state process (Sk)

becomes a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain with jumps Xk+1 = Sk+1 − Sk , which have
a normal distribution with mean (bn − s)/(n − k) and variance (n − k − 1)/(n − k), given
current state Sk = s. This is the case for the first n − 1 jumps. The last jump Xn is realised
from the original density f (x) conditioned that Xn ≥ bn − Sn−1. If we denote the resulting
joint density of the jumps by ĝ(x), and the associated likelihood ratio by L̂(x) = f (x)/ĝ(x),
then for any realisation of the jumps,

L̂(x)1 {sn ≥ nb} ≤ c
1√
n

exp(−nI (b)), (18)

where c is some finite constant independent of n (Blanchet and Glynn 2006).
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Theorem 2 Assume that the jumps (Xk) are standard Gaussian. Then the importance sam-
pling estimator associated with the sequential MCE scheme modified to have the conditional
last jump has bounded relative error.

Proof Firstly, in addition to the change to the last jump, we consider an adapted MCE im-
portance sampling scheme in which tilting cannot be turned off (see Remark 3). The result-
ing joint density of the jumps is denoted by gad(x), and the associated likelihood ratio by
Lad(x) = f (x)/gad(x). Furthermore let

μk(s) = bn − s

n − k
.

Using the product property (10) of the joint densities gad(x) and ĝ(x) we obtain:

Lad(x)

L̂(x)
=

n−2∏
k=0

ĝk+1(xk+1|sk)

gad
k+1(xk+1|sk)

=
n−2∏
k=0

√
n − k√

n − k − 1
exp

(
−1

2

n − k

n − k − 1
(xk+1 − μk(sk))

2 + 1

2
(xk+1 − μk(sk))

2

)

=
(n−2∏

k=0

√
n − k√

n − k − 1

) n−2∏
k=0

exp

(
−1

2

1

n − k − 1
(xk+1 − μk(sk))

2

)
.

The first factor works out to
∏n−2

k=0

√
n − k/

√
n − k − 1 = √

n. Hence, by squaring the ratio
and taking the expectation w.r.t. the importance sampling density gad, we get

1

n
Egad

[(
Lad(x)

L̂(x)

)2]
= Egad

[
n−2∏
k=0

exp
(
− 1

n − k − 1
(Xk+1 − μk(Sk))

2
)]

. (19)

This is of the form described in Sect. 2.3. When we work out the recursion given there, we
first notice that it is easily verified by calculus that, when X is a N(μ,σ 2) random variable,

E
[
exp(θ(X − μ)2)

] = 1√
1 − 2θσ 2

,

for θ < 1/(2σ 2). When we apply this we get by induction to k, for k = n − 2, n − 3, . . . ,0
(see Sect. 2.3)

Zk = Egad

[
exp

(
− 1

n − k − 1
(Xk+1 − μk(Sk))

2

)
Zk+1

∣∣∣Sk

]

=
n−2∏
j=k

1√
1 + 2/(n − j − 1)

(w.p. 1),

because under the importance sampling density g ad, jump Xk+1 given state Sk is N(μk(Sk),1).
Thus, the product (19) becomes

n−2∏
k=0

1√
1 + 2/(n − k − 1)

=
n−2∏
k=0

√
n − k − 1√
n − k + 1

=
√

2√
n(n + 1)

,
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yielding

Egad

[(
Lad(X)

L̂(X)

)2
]

= n
√

2√
n(n + 1)

≤ √
2.

We combine this with the bounding of the ratio L̂ in (18) to obtain

Egad

[(
Lad(X)

)2
1 {Sn ≥ nb}

]
= Egad

[(
Lad(X)

L̂(X)

)2(
L̂(X)

)2
1 {Sn ≥ nb}

]

≤ √
2c2 1

n
exp(−2nI (b)).

Finally, we see that the adapted importance sampling scheme has bounded relative error by
observing that (Blanchet and Glynn 2006)

lim sup
n→∞

exp(−2nI (b))/n

P (Sn ≥ nb)
< ∞.

Now let us return to our original importance sampling scheme with tilting that can be turned
off (but still with the conditional last jump). The corresponding importance sampling density
is g(x) and its associated likelihood ratio is L(x) = f (x)/g(x). Clearly it suffices to show
that

Ef [L(X)1 {Sn ≥ nb}] ≤ KEf

[
Lad(X)1 {Sn ≥ nb}] ,

for some finite constant K , where we take expectations with respect to the original density
f (x). These likelihood ratios are

L(X) =
(

n−2∏
k=0

f (Xk+1)

gk+1(Xk+1|Sk)

)
F̄ (bn − Sn−1),

Lad(X) =
(

n−2∏
k=0

f (Xk+1)

gad
k+1(Xk+1|Sk)

)
F̄ (bn − Sn−1),

wherein we have substituted the likelihood ratio of the conditional last jump (and used the
notation F̄ (x) = P (X > x)). The expectations

Ef [L(X)1 {Sn ≥ nb}] and Ef

[
Lad(X)1 {Sn ≥ nb}] ,

are calculated recursively as in Sect. 2.3:

Ef [L(X)1 {Sn ≥ nb}] = Ef

[
n−1∏
k=0

hk+1(Sk,Xk+1)

]
,

with

hk+1(sk, xk+1) = f (xk+1)

gk+1(xk+1|sk)
, k = 0, . . . , n − 2,

and

hn(sn−1, xn) = F̄ (bn − sn−1)1 {sn−1 + xn ≥ nb} .
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The recursion gives random variables Zk for the original importance sampling, and Zad
k for

the adapted version with forced tilting. The backwards recursion starts with Zn = Zad
n = 1,

and Zn−1 = Zad
n−1 with probability 1. Assume Zk ≤ Zad

k with probability 1. Then one can
show that

Zk−1 = Ef [hk(Sk−1,Xk)Zk|Sk−1] = Ef

[
f (Xk)

gk(Xk|Sk−1)
Zk

∣∣∣Sk−1

]

≤ Ef

[
f (Xk)

gk(Xk|Sk−1)
Zad

k

∣∣∣Sk−1

]

(i)≤ Ef

[
f (Xk)

gad
k (Xk|Sk−1)

Zad
k

∣∣∣Sk−1

]
= Zad

k−1.

The inequality (i) follows from the following reasoning. Whenever μk(s) > 0 (where
k = 0, . . . , n − 2), the jump densities are the same, so gk+1(x|s) = gad

k+1(x|s) in this case.
However, when μk(s) ≤ 0, the k + 1-th factor contributes just 1 to the product in L because
gk+1(x|s) = f (x). For the adapted version, the jump has an exponentially tilted density
given in (12) with ψ(θ) = 1

2θ2 in the standard Gaussian case, giving ψ ′(θ) = θ . Hence, the
contribution to the product in Lad is

Ef

[
f (Xk+1)

gad
k+1(Xk+1|Sk)

∣∣∣Sk = s

]

= Ef

[
exp

(
−μk(s)Xk+1 + ψ(μk(s))

)]

= exp
(
ψ(−μk(s)) + ψ(μk(s))

) = exp(μ2
k(s)) ≥ 1. �

Remark 5 In the case of general Gaussian jumps, i.e., those that are N(μ,σ 2) distributed,
we again obtain bounded relative error of the algorithm. This can be seen by using the dis-

tributional relationship N(μ,σ 2)
d= μ + σN(0,1) and then following the line of reasoning

above.

3.3 Simulation experiments

We have experimented with the core MCE algorithm given above, its adaptations, and with
efficient algorithms from literature. A brief outline of each is given below.

SEQ-MCE-IN. Our core algorithm with state- and time-dependent exponential tilting
based on the MCE program (11). This algorithm has the property that tilting is turned
off when unnecessary, but does not use the conditional last jump. We proved logarithmic
efficiency for this algorithm in Sect. 3.1.

SEQ-MCE-IN-COND. Similar to the core algorithm, but with the conditional last jump.
In the case of Gaussian jumps this algorithm is proven to have bounded relative error
(Sect. 3.2).

SEQ-MCE-EQ. This algorithm again implements the same state- and time-dependent ex-
ponential tilting, but without the ability to turn it off. It is based on the MCE program
(11) with equality constraints and is logarithmically efficient, see Remark 3 and Remark 4.
(Note that if the last jump is made conditional, then this algorithm is also proven to have
bounded relative error for Gaussian jumps in Sect. 3.2.)
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STATIC. The classical state-independent algorithm using exponential tilting with the op-
timal tilting parameter (ψ ′)−1(b). It is well known that this algorithm is logarithmically
efficient (Bucklew 2004).

BG-EQ-COND. A state- and time-dependent algorithm for Markov chains given in
Blanchet and Glynn (2006); L’Ecuyer et al. (2008). We give an outline of the algorithm
because we found a slightly different implementation of it. Given current state Sj = s, the
next jump Xj+1 is realised from a distribution of the form

P (Xj+1 ∈ (x, x + dx)|Sj = s) = f (x)vj+1(s + x)

wj (s)
dx, (20)

where wj(s) is the normalising constant, and where vj+1(y) is an approximation of P (Sn ≥
nb|Sj+1 = y) = P (

∑n

i=j+2 Xi ≥ nb − y). In case the (original) jumps have a N(μ,σ 2)

distribution, Blanchet and Glynn (2006) suggest using

vj (y) = exp(−(n − j)I ((bn − y)/(n − j)))√
n − j

,

where I (·) is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of a jump X, i.e., I (x) = supθ (θx − ψ(θ)).
Using this, the right-hand side of (20) works out to be a normal density with mean
(bn − s)/(n − j) and variance σ 2(n − j − 1)/(n − j). (This is where our calcula-
tions differ from Blanchet and Glynn (2006) who found a normal density with mean
(bn − s)/(n − j − 1) and variance σ 2(n − j)/(n − j − 1).) This is done for the first
n − 1 jumps. The last jump Xn is realised from the original density f (x) conditioned that
Xn ≥ bn − Sn−1. Notice that, unlike the SEQ-MCE algorithms, both the mean and vari-
ance are modified under g. As was previously mentioned, this scheme was shown to give
bounded relative error for Gaussian jumps (Blanchet and Glynn 2006).

BG-IN-COND. The same as the BG-EQ-COND algorithm, but turning off tilting when
appropriate.

We have applied these algorithms for i.i.d. jumps with the following distributions.

• Bernoulli (p) on {−1,1}, i.e., P (X = 1) = p,P (X = −1) = 1 − p.
• Laplace (κ), i.e., f (x) = 1

2κe−κ|x|x ∈ R.
• Normal (μ,σ 2).
• Double Coxian-2, i.e., X = �ξ1 − (1 − �)ξ2 with � Bernoulli (p) on {0,1}, and ξ1 and

ξ2 are independent Coxian-2 distributed random variables on [0,∞), and independent of
�. The Coxian-2 density f (x) is defined for x ≥ 0, and has three parameters b ∈ [0,1],
μ1 > 0, μ2 > 0:

f (x) = (1 − b)μ1e
−μ1x + bμ1e

−μ1x ∗ μ2e
−μ2x,

where ∗ means convolution of the two exponential densities. The Coxian-2 distribution
is used to model higher variances, see Appendix B in Tijms (2003). In the same manner,
one can generalize the Laplace distribution to become double Exponential.

As for parameters: the Normal standard, and the other three symmetric with p = 0.5.
Furthermore, we took κ = 1 in the Laplace distribution, which would mean for the as-
sociated single Exponential ξ1, expectation E[ξ1] = 1 and squared coefficient variation
Var[ξ1]/(E[ξ1])2 = 1. In the double Coxian-2 we set the parameters such that the single
Coxian-2 ξ1 has expection = 1, and squared coefficient variation = 5.
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The BG-EQ-COND and BG-IN-COND algorithms were implemented for the Normal
case only, since it was not clear how to generalise the method to other distributions.

After each simulation experiment we collect three (estimated) performance measures of
the importance sampling estimator Y (n)[k] of �(n) based on k samples:

• RHW: the relative half width of the 95% confidence interval for Y (n)[k], namely

1.96
√

Var[Y (n)[k]]/E[Y (n)[k]].
• RAT: the logarithmic efficiency ratio, cf. (4),

logE[(Y (n)[k])2]/ logE[Y (n)[k]].
• EFF: the efficiency which takes into account both the variance of the estimator and the

total execution time (in seconds on a PC with a 2.4 GHz CPU running under Linux) of
the simulation:

1

Var[Y (n)[k]] × CPU[Y (n)[k]] .

Better performance is obtained by smaller RHW, higher RAT, and larger EFF.

3.4 Observations

We find that the algorithms which can turn off tilting perform better than their counterparts
which cannot, that is, SEQ-MCE-IN vs. SEQ-MCE-EQ, and BG-IN-COND vs. BG-EQ-
COND (Fig. 1). This is due to the fact that the likelihood ratio can become disproportionately
large when the tilting parameter λ1 < 0. For instance, in the case of a Laplacian jump X,
straightforward calculus shows that the likelihood ratio of X equals

L(X) = f (X)

g(X)
= M(λ1)e

−λ1X = κ2

κ2 − λ2
1

e−λ1X,

which becomes large when λ1 < 0 and the jump X > 0. Furthermore, not surprisingly, the al-
gorithm SEQ-MCE-IN-COND with the conditional last jump performs better than its coun-
terpart SEQ-MCE-IN (Figs. 2 and 5).

Empirically we found that, out of the two proven strongly efficient algorithms, our SEQ-
MCE-IN-COND algorithm gives better performance than BG-IN-COND (Fig. 3). Although
we could only prove logarithmic efficiency of our original SEQ-MCE-IN algorithm (with-
out the conditional last jump), the simulation results seem to indicate bounded relative error
as well (Figs. 2 and 5). Typical logarithmically efficient behaviour is observed in the per-
formance of the STATIC algorithm, which has increasing RHW (Fig. 4). Summarising, the
best performance is obtained by the SEQ-MCE-IN-COND algorithm, and the worst by the
STATIC algorithm.

To illustrate, we first show results for the Normal case with μ = 0, σ 2 = 1 (standard
Normal jumps) and overflow level b = 2/3, sample size k = 10000, and n spanning the
range 50–1000. The results presented are the averages of 100 repetitions of these simula-
tions. In the following figures we plot the graphs of RHW and RAT only, and do not graph
the efficiencies EFF because these increase exponentially with roughly identical rates for
all algorithms (see Table 1). (Note however that these small differences can account for an
appreciable reduction in CPU time for the same variance. For instance, when n = 1000 as
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Fig. 1 Forced vs. optional tilting for the BG algorithm on the one-tailed problem with Gaussian jumps

Fig. 2 The SEQ-MCE-IN algorithm with vs. without conditional last jump on the one-tailed problem with
Gaussian jumps

Fig. 3 Comparison of the best BG and SEQ-MCE algorithms on the one-tailed problem with Gaussian jumps

in Table 1, the slowest of our algorithm implementations takes more than 30 times as long
as the fastest.)

Our experiments with other light-tailed jump distributions, such as the Laplacian,
Bernoulli and double Coxian-2, as mentioned above, gave the same indication that the SEQ-
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Fig. 4 Performance of the state-independent STATIC estimator for the one-tailed problem with Gaussian
jumps

Table 1 The exponential growth
rate of the performance EFF of
all estimators for the one-tailed
problem with Gaussian jumps at
n = 1000, i.e. 1

n log EFF

SEQ-MCE-IN 0.4610

SEQ-MCE-IN-COND 0.4615

SEQ-MCE-EQ 0.4583

STATIC 0.4586

BG-IN-COND 0.4605

BG-EQ-COND 0.4580

MCE-IN algorithms (with or without the last conditional jump) yield bounded relative error,
see Fig. 5. Clearly, in case of the Bernoulli jump it is not always feasible to reach the rare
event by conditioning the last jump. However (for the Bernoulli case), the SEQ-MCE-EQ
algorithm generates realizations with a constant likelihood ratio, and thus its associated es-
timator has zero-variance.

As noted above, it was not clear how to implement the BG algorithms for the other jump
distributions, and so we cannot comment on the relative performance of the BG and SEQ-
MCE-IN algorithms using jump distributions other than Gaussian.

4 The two-tailed problem

In this section we consider the two-tailed rare-event problem (6), i.e.,

�n = P ({Sn/n ≤ a} ∪ {Sn/n ≥ b}),
where a < μ = E[X] < b. We assume that I (a) > I (b) for the large deviations rate func-
tion I (·). A strongly or logarithmically efficient algorithm is obtained by applying a mixed
importance sampling estimator as defined in Sect. 2.2 when the conditions Lemma 1, or
Lemma 2 respectively, are fulfilled.

Hence, mixing the importance sampling densities of MCE-SEQ-COND or BG-IN-
COND gives bounded relative error for Gaussian jumps. Moreover, since all algorithms
of Sect. 3.3 are logarithmically efficient, their associated mixed estimators are logarithmi-
cally efficient, provided the remaining conditions (a) and (c) of Assumption 1 are fulfilled.
Let A1(n) = {Sn/n ≤ a} and A2(n) = {Sn/n ≥ b}, then condition (a) is clearly satisfied by
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Fig. 5 The RHW performance of estimators for the one-tailed problem with Laplacian jumps (top left),
double Coxian-2 jumps (top right) and Bernoulli jumps (bottom). Thresholds: b = 1 (Laplacian), b = 1.5
(Coxian), b = 0.6 (Bernoullian). Sample sizes: k = 10000 (Laplacian, and Coxian), k = 5000 (Bernoullian).
Results are the averages of 100 experiments

application of Cramér’s theorem for i.i.d. sums (Dembo and Zeitouni 1998, Sect. 2.2). Con-
dition (c) holds for instance when the mixing probabilities pj are constant (in n). Glasser-
mann and Wang (1997) propose mixing probabilities dependent on the large deviations rate
function (being the choice that asymptotically minimises the variance of the ‘deterministic’
estimator), namely

p1(n) = exp(−nI (a) + o(n))

exp(−nI (a) + o(n)) + exp(−nI (b) + o(n))

= 1

1 + exp(n(I (a) − I (b)) + o(n))

≈ exp(−n(I (a) − I (b))). (21)

However, these decay exponentially fast to zero. As a remedy one might introduce a cut-off
threshold η and use

p1(n) = 1

1 + exp(n(I (a) − I (b)))
∨ η (22)

in an implementation, for some small 0 < η < 1.
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4.1 Mixing probabilities using minimum cross-entropy

An alternate way to obtain mixing probabilities is to introduce the mixing random variable
(see Sect. 2.2) by augmenting the original state space with �(n) so that it is independent
of X(n), and solve an augmented MCE program. For the two-tailed problem, we define
�(n) on {0,1}, associating an outcome of 0 with the event {Sn/n ≤ a}, and 1 with the event
{Sn/n ≥ b}. Writing π(δ) = P (�(n) = δ), the simultaneous probability density function of
the mixing variable and all the jumps is given by

f̃ (δ, x1, . . . , xn) = π(δ)f (x1, . . . , xn) = π(δ)

n∏
j=1

f (xj ),

with δ ∈ {0,1}, and each xj ∈ R as before.
To obtain a change of measure for �(n), we apply the machinery of Sect. 2.1 to solve

the MCE program with ‘mixture constraint’

Eg̃

[
(1 − �(n)) (a − Sn/n) + �(n) (Sn/n − b)

] ≥ 0.

Notice that, given �(n) = δ, this constraint reduces to a constraint for one of the one-tailed
component problems that form the two-tailed problem.

Solving the augmented MCE program proceeds as follows. First we rewrite the constraint
function as

c(δ, x1, . . . , xn) = (1 − δ)

(
a − 1

n

n∑
j=1

xj

)
+ δ

(
1

n

n∑
j=1

xj − b

)

= a(1 − δ) − bδ + 1

n
(2δ − 1)

n∑
j=1

xj .

The solution to the MCE program is then

g̃(δ, x1, . . . , xn) = f̃ (δ, x1, . . . , xn) exp
(
λ0 + λ1c(δ, x1, . . . , xn)

)

= π(δ)

(
n∏

j=1

f (xj )

)
exp

(
λ0 + λ1a(1 − δ) − λ1bδ + 1

n
λ1(2δ − 1)

n∑
j=1

xj

)

= eλ0

(
π(δ) exp(λ1a(1 − δ) − λ1bδ

)( n∏
j=1

f (xj ) exp

(
1

n
λ1(2δ − 1)xj

))
.

This is of the form q(δ)g(x1, . . . , xn|δ), which tells us that the probability density of the
jumps under the importance sampling density depends on the outcome of the Bernoulli
�(n). After some manipulation, we find that the biased Bernoulli probabilities are given by

p1(n) = q(0) = eλ0π(0)eλ1aM(−λ1/n)n,

p2(n) = q(1) = eλ0π(1)e−λ1bM(λ1/n)n,
(23)

where M(θ) = Ef [exp(θX)] is the moment generating function of a single jump under f .
Again, this solution to the MCE program constitutes an exponential tilting by writing

p1(n) ∝ exp(−n(θna − ψ(θn))),
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with tilting parameter θn = −λ1/n dependent on the number of jumps. When ψ ′(θn) = a

we would get

p1(n) ∝ exp(−nI (a)),

which coincides with the mixing probability given in (21). However, the exact numerical
values are obtained by solving for the Lagrange multipliers λ0, λ1 in (23). It turns out that
λ0 = 1/Q(λ1), and λ1 solves Q′(λ1) = 0, where

Q(λ1) = (
π(0)eλ1aM(−λ1/n)n + π(1)e−λ1bM(λ1/n)n

)
.

The equation Q′(λ1) = 0 is equivalent to

π(0) exp
(−n

(
(−λ1/n)a − ψ(−λ1/n)

))(
a − ψ ′(−λ1/n)

)
− π(1) exp

(−n
(
(λ1/n)b − ψ(λ1/n)

))(
b − ψ ′(λ1/n)

) = 0.

Although this equation must be solved numerically, we see that indeed

p1(n) ∝ exp (−nI (a) + o(n)) or p2(n) ∝ exp (−nI (b) + o(n)) ,

as n → ∞. Finally, the probabilities given in (23), or their asymptotic equivalents, can sub-
sequently be used in any of the importance sample mixing schemes outlined in Sect. 2.2.

4.2 Importance sampling algorithms

We propose using a mixed importance sampling estimator (7) with mixing probabilities
pj (n) given in the previous section in (23). However, given the outcome of the Bernoulli
variable �(n) we apply the sequential MCE scheme of Sect. 3 to find the importance sam-
pling densities of the jumps. Note that we only apply the SEQ-MCE-IN-COND algorithm to
the two-tailed problem, as the performance of the other MCE-based algorithms was inferior
on the one-tailed problems. The full specification of the MCE algorithm is given below.

Algorithm TWO-SEQ-MCE-IN-COND

1. Generate δ ∈ {0,1} from the density (23).
2. If δ = 0, simulate the random walk (Sk) from S0 = 0 up to Sn−1 where jump Xk+1 (k =

0, . . . , n − 2) is generated from the tilted density gk+1(x) = f (x) exp(θx − ψ(θ)) with
tilting parameter θ = (ψ ′)−1((an−Sk)/(n− k)∧μ), and jump Xn is generated from the
conditional distribution Pf (X ∈ ·|X ≤ an − Sn−1).

3. If δ = 1, simulate the random walk (Sk) from S0 = 0 up to Sn−1 where jump Xk+1 (k =
0, . . . , n − 2) is generated from the tilted density gk+1(x) = f (x) exp(θx − ψ(θ)) with
tilting parameter θ = (ψ ′)−1((bn−Sk)/(n− k)∨μ), and jump Xn is generated from the
conditional distribution Pf (X ∈ ·|X ≥ bn − Sn−1).

At the beginning of this section we remarked that this is a logarithmically efficient impor-
tance sampling algorithm, provided that the mixing probabilities do not decay exponentially
fast to zero. To ensure this we modify the algorithm slightly by cutting off the mixing prob-
ability p1(n) at η for an arbitrary 0 < η < 1 as in (22). Moreover, in our implementation, we
used the ‘deterministic’ equivalent of the algorithm, see Remark 1.

The importance sampling algorithm and its variation TWO-SEQ-MCE-EQ are applied to
the three models mentioned in Sect. 3.3: Bernoulli, Laplace, and Normal distributed jumps.
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We compare our algorithms with other logarithmically efficient algorithms for the two-tailed
problem given in Glassermann and Wang (1997) and in Dupuis and Wang (2004, 2007),
denoted TWO-STATIC, DW-SOL, and DW-SUBSOL, respectively. The two Dupuis-Wang
methods have been developed specifically to deal with these more complex rare events, and
thus we did not include them in our experiments of the one-tailed problem. We give a brief
summary of the algorithms below.

TWO-SEQ-MCE-EQ. Similar to TWO-SEQ-MCE-IN-COND, without the ability to turn
the tilting off, and without the conditional last jump.

TWO-STATIC. Mixed importance sampling estimator with state-independent exponen-
tially tilted jump densities, where the tilting parameters are (ψ ′)−1(a) for the samples
allocated to estimate P (Sn ≤ an), and (ψ ′)−1(b) for the samples allocated to estimate
P (Sn ≥ bn).

DW-SOL. This algorithm is based on the solution of an Isaacs equation (Dupuis and Wang
2004). The importance sampling algorithm is time- and state-dependent, in which jump
Xj+1 is realised from an exponentially tilted density

P (Xj+1 ∈ (x, x + dx)|Sj = s) = f (x) exp(θx − ψ(θ)) dx,

where the tilting parameter θ = θ(s, j) depends on time j and state s as follows. Recall
that the rare event is given by A(n) = {Sn/n ≤ a} ∪ {Sn/n ≥ b} with a < μ < b. Define for
x ∈ R and t ∈ [0,1]

U(x, t) = inf
β

{(1 − t)I (β) : x + (1 − t)β ∈ A(n)}.

Then the tilting parameters are

θ(j, s) = − ∂

∂x
U(x, t)

∣∣∣
x=s/n,t=j/n

.

In words, this algorithm is doing the following. At any time it detects which of the two
parts of the rare event is the most likely one, and then applies an exponential tilting of the
next jump Xk in order to get there on average.

DW-SUBSOL. We give a short outline of the algorithm based on a subsolution of an Isaacs
equation (Dupuis and Wang 2007). The importance sampling algorithm is time- and state-
dependent in which each jump is realised from a mixture of exponentially tilted densities,
i.e.,

P (Xj+1 ∈ (x, x + dx)|Sj = s) =
2∑

i=1

pδ
i f (x) exp(θix − ψ(θi)) dx.

The tilting parameters θi are fixed throughout the simulation, and the mixing probabilities
pδ

i depend on jump time j + 1, state Sj = s, and so-called mollification parameter δ. We
associate i = 1 with the event {Sn/n ≤ a = β1} and i = 2 with the event {Sn/n ≥ b = β2}.
Finally, define subsolution/control pairs (W̄i, θi) for i = 1,2 by

W̄i(x, t) = −2θix + 2θiβi − 2(1 − t)ψ(θi) (x ∈ R, t ∈ [0,1]),
θi = (ψ ′)−1(βi).

Notice that these tilting parameters are the same as in the STATIC algorithm. Suppose that
Sj = s, then set x = s/n and t = j/n. The mixing probabilities to determine which tilting
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Fig. 6 Comparison of DW-SOL and SEQ-MCE algorithms (with forced and optional tilting) on the
two-tailed problem with Gaussian jumps

Fig. 7 Comparison of DW-SUBSOL and STATIC algorithms on the two-tailed problem with Gaussian jumps

will be used for jump Xj+1 are

pδ
i = pδ

i (x, t) = exp(−W̄i(x, t)/δ)∑
r exp(−W̄r(x, t)/δ)

,

where δ > 0.

We show the results for Gaussian distributed jumps with mean μ = 3 and variance σ 2 = 1,
and overflow levels a = 2.4999, b = 3.5 (Figs. 6 and 7; Table 2); and for Laplace distributed
jumps, with parameter κ = 1, and with overflow levels a = −1.25, b = 1 (Figs. 8 and 9;
Table 2). We used sample sizes of k = 10000 and let n span the range 50–1000. The exper-
iments were performed with the TWO-SEQ-MCE-IN-COND algorithm using the mixing
probabilities (23) cut off at η = 0.01, the DW-SOL algorithm, the DW-SUBSOL algorithm
using mollification parameter δ = 0.001, and the TWO-SEQ-MCE-EQ and TWO-STATIC
algorithms. All experiments have been repeated 100 times from which we show the average
performance.

We observe similar behaviour as before, however, notice particularly that the relative
error of the TWO-SEQ-MCE-EQ is rather large compared to the others, although it seems
to show bounded relative error. Also notice that DW-SOL seems to be strongly efficient
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the DW-SOL algorithm and the best SEQ-MCE algorithm on the two-tailed problem
with Laplacian jumps

Fig. 9 Comparison of the SEQ-MCE algorithm with forced tilting and the DW-SUBSOL algorithm on
the two-tailed problem with Laplacian jumps. (The STATIC estimator showed the same performance as the
DW-SUBSOL)

Table 2 Exponential growth rate
of the performance EFF of all
estimators for the two-tailed
problems at n = 1000, i.e.
1
n log EFF

Gaussian Laplacian

TWO-SEQ-MCE-IN-COND 0.2650 0.4673

TWO-SEQ-MCE-EQ 0.2613 0.4615

TWO-STATIC 0.2630 0.4645

DW-SOL 0.2621 0.4665

DW-SUBSOL 0.2586 0.4628

whereas Dupuis and Wang (2004) proved only logarithmic properties. Again we see that our
MCE algorithm with optional tilting and conditional last jump has the best performance.

5 Summary & conclusions

In this paper, we presented a way to obtain state- and time-dependent important sampling
schemes by solving a sequence of minimum cross-entropy programs such as (1). When
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the minimum cross-entropy programs contain inequality constraints, a consequence of our
approach is that those aspects of the resulting change of measure are ‘turned off’ when
no longer expected to be required for the remainder of the simulation. This gives some
justification to the natural heuristic of ‘turning off’ the change of measure when it is no
longer required. The basic idea of using MCE in this way was motivated by the recent state-
dependent algorithms inspired by the large deviations approach (Dupuis and Wang 2004,
2007; Blanchet and Glynn 2006; L’Ecuyer et al. 2008).

Our technique, with a natural inequality constraint, was used to obtain a state- and time-
dependent importance sampling scheme for estimating one-tailed probabilities of i.i.d. sums
in which the jumps are light-tailed in Sect. 3. The solution to the associated MCE pro-
gram (11) consists of a product of independent exponentially-tilted jumps distributions of
the form (12). The state- and time-dependence is through the tilting parameter (14), and is
‘turned off’ when not required. Given the well-known connection between solutions to MCE
programs and exponential tilting, it is no surprise that the algorithms obtained here are much
the same as existing large deviations inspired state-dependent algorithms. In Sect. 3.1 we
showed that the resulting algorithm is logarithmically efficient in general, and in Sect. 3.2 it
was proven to be strongly efficient when the jumps are Gaussian.

Simulation experiments presented in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4 compared our algorithm and
variants thereof to the classic optimal state-independent exponential tilting algorithm and
a state- and time-dependent algorithm suggested in Blanchet and Glynn (2006); L’Ecuyer
et al. (2008). Of all the algorithms, SEQ-MCE-IN-COND performed the best in terms of
the usual performance measures of relative half-width RHW and the logarithmic efficiency
ratio RAT. The worst performing algorithm, as one might expect, was the classic state-
independent STATIC. In terms of the metric EFF, which incorporates CPU time, all of the
algorithms were roughly equal. However, one should be aware that small differences in EFF
can account for large CPU discrepancies in achieving the same variance level. This is espe-
cially so for large runs.

After considering the one-tailed problem, we considered the analogous two-tailed prob-
lem in Sect. 4. Therein, we proposed a mixed importance sampling estimator for this prob-
lem. Using results on mixed estimators presented in the preliminary Sect. 2.2, we directly
obtained logarithmic efficiency for our estimator in general, and strong efficiency when the
i.i.d. jumps are Gaussian. For our estimators, we used mixing probabilities found via MCE
in Sect. 4.1.

Our simulation experiments for the two-tailed problem, given in Sect. 4.2, compared two
algorithms based on subsolutions and solutions of an appropriate Isaacs equation (Dupuis
and Wang 2004, 2007), a mixture of the classic state-independent estimator, and a single
MCE algorithm TWO-SEQ-MCE-IN-COND. The MCE algorithm was formed using a mix-
ture of two estimators (one for each tail), with each using the best performing estimator of
the SEQ-MCE-IN-COND algorithm for the one-tailed problem. In these experiments, the
sequential MCE algorithm was once again best performing on the performance measure
RHW and RAT.

We have presented a method to obtain state- and time-dependent importance sampling
estimators by repeatedly solving an MCE program as the simulation progresses. This MCE-
based approach lends a foundation to the natural notion to stop changing the measure when
it is no longer needed. We have used this method to obtain a state- and time-dependent
estimator for the one-tailed probability of a light-tailed i.i.d. sum that is logarithmically ef-
ficient in general and strongly efficient when the jumps are Gaussian. We go on to construct
an estimator for the two-tailed problem which is shown to be similarly efficient. From our
simulation experiments, we conclude that slightly modified versions of our algorithms, in
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which the last jump in the sum has the original distribution conditioned to make the associ-
ated event certain, performs marginally better than some other state- and time-dependent
estimators in the literature (Dupuis and Wang 2004, 2007; Blanchet and Glynn 2006;
L’Ecuyer et al. 2008).
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Appendix

Let {(aj (n))n=1,2,... : j = 1, . . . ,m} be a collection of m infinite sequences of real numbers,
and assume that each sequence has a finite limes superior, i.e.,

lim sup
n→∞

aj (n) < ∞.

Let for each n

j ∗(n) = arg max{aj (n) : j = 1, . . . ,m}.
(In case of a tie just choose the one with the lowest index.) In this way we have constructed
a new sequence (b(n))n=1,2,... with

b(n) = aj∗(n)(n) = max
j=1,...,m

aj (n).

Then for any j = 1, . . . ,m we get

b(n) ≥ aj (n)for all n =⇒ lim sup
n→∞

b(n) ≥ lim sup
n→∞

aj (n).

Since this holds for all j , we have

lim sup
n→∞

max
j=1,...,m

aj (n) = lim sup
n→∞

b(n) ≥ max
j=1,...,m

lim sup
n→∞

aj (n).

For the reversed inequality, we reason as follows. Let b∗ = lim supn→∞ b(n). Thus there is
an infinite subsequence of indices (nk)

∞
k=1 such that b(nk) → b∗ as k → ∞. The associ-

ated sequence (j ∗(nk))
∞
k=1 is an infinite sequence of the numbers j = 1,2, . . . ,m, thus at

least one of these numbers occurs infinitely often, say j̃ . In other words, there is an infinite
subsequence of indices (nk�

)∞
�=1 of (nk)

∞
k=1 such that b(nk�

) = aj̃ (nk�
). This gives

lim
k→∞

b(nk) = b∗ =⇒ lim
�→∞

aj̃ (nk�
) = b∗.

And finally,

lim sup
n→∞

max
j=1,...,m

aj (n) = b∗ = lim
�→∞

aj̃ (nk�
)

≤ lim sup
n→∞

aj̃ (n) ≤ max
j=1,...,m

lim sup
n→∞

aj (n).
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